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This is a continuation of [15]. As is well known, one dimensional conservation
laws without source term have been extensively investigated after the foundamental
paper of J. Glimm [3]. And those with integrable source terms were solved by Liu
[6, 7], etc. For higher dimensional case with spherical symmetry, Makino [8] first
proved a linear growth rate for solutions when P(\)=_2\#, where #=1. But in
order to get global existence for #{1 and the decay property, we need to find a
uniform bound for the approximate solutions.
In [15], we introduced a new norm and a functional integral approach to prove
a uniform bound for a model problem of Euler equation in R3 with spherical sym-
metry. In order to overcome the geometric effects of spherical symmetry which
leads to a non-integrable source term, we considered an infinite reflection problem
and solved it by considering the cancellations between reflections of different orders.
In this paper, we consider a system which describes the isentropic and spherically
symmetric motion of gas flow surrounding a solid star with radius 1 and mass M.
It is interesting to note that the wave curves for this problem are no longer con-
tinuous and there is an extra term in the wave interaction estimates. By introducing
a new norm, we prove a similar result as [15]. In the Appendix, we present a local
existence theorem for #{1 which was also obtained by Makino [9] by different
method. And we extend the results to the cases with different boundary condi-
tions.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
We consider the system which describes the isentropic and spherically
symmetric motion of gas flow surrounding a solid star with radius 1 and
mass M,
(r2\)t+(r2up)r=0,
(1)
(r2\u)t+(r2\u2+r2P(\))r=2rP(\)&M\,
where t # R+, r # [1, ), M is a positive constant, \ is the density, u is the
velocity, and P=P(\) is the pressure.
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As is well known, Glimm’s method [3] applies to conservation laws
without source terms and with integrable source terms [6, 7]. For non-
integrable source terms, Makino [8] used a modified Glimm’s scheme to
prove that there exists a linear growth rate for the solutions of Euler equa-
tions with spherical symmetry, when P(\)=_2\# and #=1. And recently,
Cheng [1] used compensated compactness method to prove global exist-
ence for this problem. But a uniform bound is needed to prove global
existence when #{1 and the decay property. Up to now, how to find such
a uniform bound remains an open problem. In [15], we considered Euler
equations in R3 with spherical symmetry. By introducing a new norm and
using a functional integral approach, we proved a uniform bound for the
approximate solutions of a model problem. Although it is just a model
problem for wave propagation in spherically symmetric solutions of Euler
equations, this analysis resolves the non-summability problem observed in
[14] in the simpliest setting where it occurs. Moreover, we believe that this
gives a quantitative explanation for why the total wave strength remains
bounded for all time in the presence of non-integrable source term. And it
identified a new global dissipative mechanism that is not based on the non-
linearity of the wave speed.
This paper is a continuation of [15]. When M#0, the systems (1) are
the Euler equation in R3 with spherical symmetry. For M{0, Makino [9]
proved a similar result as M#0. In this paper, we consider a model
problem for system (1). By introducing another new norm and the results
in [15], we prove a uniform bound for the approximate solutions for a
model problem of (1). Although how to solve the whole nonlinear problem
is also still open, there are some interesting phenomena of systems (1). For
example, the wave curves are no longer continuous and there is a jump
at u=0. And there is an extra term in the wave interaction estimates com-
paring to the case when M=0.
We can rewrite (1) as
(a\)t+(a\u)r=0,
(2)
(a\u)t+(a\u2+aP(\))r=a$P(\)&
a$
2r
M\,
where a=r2. From now on, we assume P(\)=_2\, and without loss of
generality, we let _=1. And we will consider (2) with initial and boundary
data
u(r, 0)=u0(r), \(r, 0)=\0(r), r1,
(3)
u(1, t)=0, t0.
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For smooth solution, the second equation of (2) can be written as
ut+( 12u
2+ln \&Ma&12)r=0.
Remark 1. This is the solid wall boundary condition. In the Appendix,
we present similar results for the systems with different boundary condi-
tions and the case when #{1 and M=0. In the case when M{0, we
believe that similar results hold but more technical techniques are needed.
We will show that the initial boundary problem (2) and (3) can be
reduced to a nonlinear model problem approximately, i.e. thney have the
same wave interaction estimates within the leading term of the amplitude
of the solutions. To do this, we will solve the following generalized
Riemann problems, i.e., the equations (2) with initial data
(u, \, a)={(u&, \& , a&),(u+ , \+ , a+),
r<r0 ,
r>r0 ,
(4)
where \i , ui and ai i=\ are constants. It is straightforward to check that
when a=constant, equations (2) have two eigenvalues *i=\1+u with
corresponding eigenvectors Ri=((1+*2i )
&12, *i (1+*2i )
&12), i=1, 2
respectively. Thus for small |u| , (2) is strictly hyperbolic and genuinely
nonlinear in the sense of Lax, i.e., *1<*2 and Ri } {*i{0, i=1, 2 respec-
tively. It is well known that there exist two families of hyperbolic waves in
the solutions of the Riemann problems. From here on, we call the waves
corresponding to *i as hyperbolic waves of the i th family.
The solutions to the Riemann problem (2) and (4) will be constructed in
Section 2. To construct the approximate solutions of the initial boundary
value problem, we modify a(r) by a family of step functions as a duct
modified by discontinuous diameters. To resolve the jump of a(r) in the
Riemann problem at r=r0 , we need following definitions.
Definition 1. A standing wave at r=r0 with strength |ur&ul | is a solu-
tion of the Riemann problem (2) and (4), satisfying
(a\u)r=0,
\u
2
2
+ln \&Ma&12+ r=0,
in the weak sense, i.e.,
b&+z&+ln |u&|=b++z++ln |u+| ,
u2l
2
+z&&M exp {&12 b&==
u2r
2
+z+&M exp {&12 b+= ,
where b=ln a and z=ln \.
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In Section 3, we prove that the Riemann problem can be solved by
hyperbolic waves on r<r0 and r>r0 , and standing waves at r=r0 . Since
we assume |u| is small, it can be proved that the solution is unique.
Throughout this paper, we use a new norm defined as following to
measure hyperbolic waves.
Definition 2. For any hyperbolic wave # in the difference scheme and
sitting on a(r)=(1+m 2r)2 with left state (ul , \l) and right state (ur , \r),
we define the norm of # by
&#&= } `
m
n=0 \1&
M 2r
2(1+n 2r)2+ (1+m 2r)(ur&ul) } .
Remark 2. When M#0, the norm defined here is the same as that
of [15].
As in [15], we also define a norm
_,_#"1x [Var[x, ) [y,(y)]]"L1(1, ) ,
for any function ,(x) for which _,_ is defined, where the variation is taken
in the interval [x, ).
Now we can state the main theorem in this paper.
Theorem 1. For the model problem which is defined in Section 4, there
exist positive constants \ , $ and M0 , such that for r1, if
0MM0 ,
|\0(r)&\ |<$, Var[\0(r)]<$,
|ru0(r)|<$, Var[ru0(r)]<$,
_u0(r)_<$, _\0(r)_<$, (A)
&u0(r) ln r&L1(1, )<$, (B)
where $ is sufficiently small and M0 is independent of $ and \ , such that
within the leading term of $ we have
|\(r, t)&\ |<G$, |ru(r, t)|<G$,
Var[\( } , t)], Var[u( } , t)]<G$,
for all r1 and t0, where G is a positive constant independent of time.
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Remark 3. The reason for assuming conditions (A) and (B) was stated
in [15] when M=0. Similar reason can be given for M{0. And we con-
jecture that M0=2. To prove this may be our future work in this direction.
2. Generalized Riemann Problem
In this section, we solve the Riemann problem (2), (4) when M{0. For
M#0, Marchesin [10] showed that the Riemann problem can be solved
uniquely by three waves when |u| is small, and bifurcation occurs when u
is transonic. We prove similar results for M{0. As for our problem, we
only need to show that the Riemann problem can be solved uniquely when
|u| is small. So we wont’t give any details for other cases. One interesting
phenominum when M{0 is that the wave curves are no longer con-
tinuous, and there is a jump at u=0. Since the jump depends only on the
a(r) value of both sides, then the solution to the Riemann problem is still
unique.
Lemma 1. If (u& , \& , a(r&)) and (u+ , \+ , a(r+)) with r&{r+ are
connected by only a staning wave, and r& , r+>1, 0M<2, then we have
v (1) u&=0 iff u+=0,
v (2) u& u+0,
v (3) |u&| and |u+| are both greater or smaller than 1.
Proof. We only need to prove (3). We interpolate monotonically
between a(r&) and a(r+) by a(r), with a$(r){0. If (3) is not true, then
there exists a r0 such that u(r0)=1 (the case for u(r0)=&1 is similar). So
at r0 , we have
u+
\
\
+b=0,
u+
\
\
+
M
2
exp {&12 b= b=0,
Thus,
\1&M2 exp {&
1
2
b=+ b=0,
which contradicts r0>1 and M<2. That is, (3) is true. Q.E.D.
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Lemma 2. For any state (u& , z&, b&) with b&0, there exists an inter-
val for b in [0, ) such that there is a unique state (u, z, b) which can be
connected to (u& , z& , b&) by a standing wave on the right.
The proof is similar to the one in [10] and using the fact that g(x)=
1&M2 exp[&12x] is an increasing function for x0. Thus, we can
assume b is defined in [b & , ), with b &0. Now we can find out how
u behaves along a standing wave curve as b changes. Without loss of
generality, we can assume u&>0. And we have three cases
v When 0<u&<1, we have
 as b  , u  0+;
 as b  b & , u  1 when b &{0, or u  u^1 when b &=0.
v When u&>1, we have
 as b  , u  ;
 as b  b & , u  1 when b &{0, or u  u^1 when b &=0.
v When u&=1, we have b &=b&. In this case, there are two solu-
tions for any b>b& , one is supersonic and the other one is subsonic.
From now on, we denote the state (u, z, b) which can be connected to
(u& , z& , b&) on the right by a standing wave with bb & by a J-curve
(u(b), z(b))=J(u&, z& , b&; b),
which is a curve parameterized by b on u&z plane.
Remark 4. One property which distinguishes the J-curve of M{0 from
those of M=0 is that
dz
du
 , as |u|  0+,
along a J-curve when z is finite. This can be seen by differentiating
1
2u
2+z&M exp[&12 (b&+z&+ln |u&|)+
1
2(z+ln |u| )]=constant,
with respect to u.
In order to solve our initial boundary value problem (2) and (3), we
only need to solve two kinds of initial data for the Riemann problem. As
in [15], the wave curves are denoted by Ci (u& , z&), i=1, 2 respectly.
Here the Ci (u& , z&) curve consists of succession of components with
increasing speed in the phase plane u&z, and the components would be
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the i th shock and rarefaction curves and the J-curve. Since the correspond-
ing types of C2(u&, z&) curve can be obtained by reflecting the C1(u& , z&)
curve with respect to u=0, we only need to construct the C1(u& , z&)
curve in two cases.
Case 1. u&<1 and b&>b+.
Without loss of generality, we construct the C1(u&, z&) curve for
0<u&<1. As in [15], we use Ti (u& , z&) to denote the union of the i th
shock and rarefaction curves passing through (u& , z&). Then the
C1(u&, z&) curve consists of three parts Q1 , Q2 and Q3 , where
Q1=[(u, \) | (u, \) # T1(u& , \&) with u<0],
Q2=[(u, \) | (u, \)=J(u0 , \0 , b&; b+) with 0<u0u ],
Q3=[(u, \) | (u, \) # T1(1, \1) with u>1],
here (u0 , \0), (u , \ ) # T1(u& , \&) and (1, \1)=J(u , \ , b&; b+), cf. Fig. 1.
Remark 5. When M{0, there is a jump on the curve at u=0. Let
(u0 , z0) # T1(u& , z&), and (u, z) be the corresponding point on Q2 , we
have as u0  0
u  0, and
z  z0+M(exp[&12 b+]&exp[&
1
2b&]).
Since b&>b+ , then z>z0 .
Figure 1
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Lemma 3. Along the C1(u& , z&) curve, z is a decreasing function of u
except at u=0.
Proof. We only need to prove it is true on Q2 . Let (u0 , z0) #
T1(u&, z&), and (u, z) is its corresponding point on Q2 . We have
z0+ln u0&z&ln u=b+&b&=:2 ,
(5)
1
2u
2
0+z0&lnu
2&z=M(exp[&12b&]&exp[&
1
2b+])=:3 .
It is easy to see that the mapping to Q2 is 1&1. And we have two cases,
v if (u0 , z0) is on the rarefaction wave curve, we have
u0+z0=u&+z&=:1 . (6)
By (5) and (6), we have
\1A&
1
(1&A)A
&1+ dzdu=
1
u
&
1
A
+
u
(1&A)A
,
where A=(u2+2z+2(:3&:1)+1)12. Since A=1&u0 and 0<u0<u<1,
then dzdu<0.
v if (u0 , z0) is on the shock wave curve, we have
u0&u&=2 sinh[ 12(z&&z0)].
Since 0<u0<u&<1, then we have
dz0
du0
=&\cosh {12 (z&&z0)=+
&1
<&\1+\u0&12 +
2
+
&1
=&
2
1+u0
. (7)
By differentiating (5), we have
du
du0
=
u(u20&1)
u0(u2&1)
>0, (8)
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and
dz
du
du
du0
=
dz0
du0
+
1
u0
&
1
u
du
du0
< &
2
1+u0
+
1
u0
&
u20&1
u0(u2&1)
=
u30+u
2
0+u0 u
2&u2&2u0
u0(1&u2)(1+u0)
<0. (9)
Thus, by (8) and (9), we have dzdu<0. Q.E.D.
Case 2. u&<1, b&<b+. Without loss of generality, we also construct
the C1(u& , z&) curve for 0<u&<1. And it consists four parts, denoted by
Q1 , Q2 , Q3 , Q4 , where
Q1=[(u, \) | (u, \) # T1(u& , \&) with u0],
Q2=[(u, \) | (u, \)=J(u0 , \0 , b&; b+) with (u0 , z0) # T1(u& , z&)
and 0<u01, u<1],
Q3=[(u, \) | (u, \)=J(u2 , \2 , b; b+) where (u2 , z2)=S 01(u1 , z1),
and (u1 , z1)=J(1, z^0 , b&; b), with b&<b<b+ and u1>1],
Q4=[(u, \) | (u, \) # T1(u^ , \^1) with u>u^2],
where (1, z^0) # T1(u& , z&), (u^1 , z^1)=J(1, z^0 , b& ; b+) and (u^2 , z^2)=
S 01(u^1 , z^1). And (u2 , z2)=S
0
1(u1 , z1) means that (u2 , z2) can be connected
to (u1 , z1) by a 1-shock with speed zero, cf. Fig. 2.
Remark 6. The discontinuity at u=0 and the monotonicity of Qi ,
i=1, 2, 4 are similar to Case 1. We only need to discuss Q3 .
Lemma 4. z is a monotonic decreasing function of u in part Q3 .
Proof. By the definition of Q3 for b&<b<b+ we have
z1+ln u1+b= z^0+b&,
(10)
1
2u
2
1+z1&M exp[&
1
2b]=
1
2+z0&M exp[&
1
2b&],
u2 u1 =1,
(11)
u1&u2=exp[&12(z1&z2)]&exp[
1
2(z1&z2)],
z+ln u+b+=z2+ln u2+b,
(12)
1
2u
2+z&M exp[&12b+]=
1
2u
2
2+z2&M exp[&
1
2 b],
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Figure 2
Let u1 , z1 , u2 , z2 , u be functions of b and z be a function of u. It is easy
to see that all the functions are 1&1. By (10), (11) and (12), we have
du1
db
=
u1(1&M2 exp[&12b])
u21&1
,
dz1
db
= &1&
1&M2 exp[&12b]
u21&1
,
du2
db
= &
1&M2 exp[&12b]
u1(u21&1)
,
dz2
db
=
2
u1+u2 \
du1
db
&
du2
db ++
dz1
db
,
du
db
=
u(1&M2 exp[&12b])
u21(u
2&1)
&
u(1&M2 exp[&12 b])
u2&1
Since 1<u1 and 0<u<1, then du1db , dudb>0, du2db<0. Furthermore,
we have
dz
du
du
db
=&
1
u
du
db
+
dz2
db
+
1
u2
du2
db
+1
=\1&M2 exp {&
1
2
b=+\ u
2
1&1
u21(u
2&1)+<0.
Thus, dzdu<0. Q.E.D.
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Since the jump on the C1(u& , z&) curve at u=0 depends only on the
value of b on both sides, we have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Given two states (u& , \& , b&) and (u+ , \+ , b+), if
b&<b+ and (u\, \\) is in a $ neighborhood of constant state (0, \0) for
a small constant $, and 0M<2. Then the Riemann problem of (2) and (4)
can be solved by two hyperbolic waves and one standing wave uniquely.
3. Wave Interaction Estimates
In Section 2, we prove that the generalized Riemann problem can be
solved by hyperbolic waves and standing wave. In order to estimate the
wave interaction, we first estimate the strength of the standing wave.
Assume two states of the Riemann problem are connected by only one
standing wave and
a&=r20 , a+=(r0+2r)
2.
When $ and 2r are sufficiently small, within the leading term with respect
to $ and 2r, we have
|u+&u&|=r&10 (2&Mr
&1
0 ) 2r |u\| . (13)
Consider a standing wave #0 sitting at r=r0 with
a(r)={r
2
0 ,
(r0+2r)2,
r<r0
r>r0 .
We have the following Theorem, cf. [15],
Theorem 3. Within the leading term with respect to $ and 2r, if there is
a hyperbolic wave of 1st family #1 on the right of #0, after interaction we
have
#0+#1  # 1+# 0+# 2, &# 1&=&#1& , &# 2&=\2rr0 &
M 2r
2r20 + &#1& .
Similarly, if there is a hyperbolic wave of 2nd family #2 on the left of #0,
after interaction, we have
#2+#0  # 1+# 0+# 2, &# 2&=&#2& , &# 1&=\2rr0 &
M 2r
2r20 + &#2& .
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Proof. The proof is based on case by case study and we prove one case
for illustration.
Consider a rarefaction wave of 1st family #1 interacting a standing wave
#0, and without loss of generality, we assume u&>0. Then we have
|# 1|&|#1|=|# 0|&|#0|&|# 2| . (14)
Since within the leading term of $, we have
u+=
um+u2
2
+
zm&z2
2
,
and
zm&z2=ln
u& u2
u1 um
+z&&z1=z&&z1 .
Thus,
|# 2|=u+&u2=
um&u2
2
+
zm&z2
2
=
|# 2|&|#1|
2
+
z&&z1
2
=
1
2
( |# 2|&|#1|+|# 1| ),
i.e.,
|# 2|=|# 1|&|#1| . (15)
By (14) and (15), we have
|# 1|&|#1|= 12 ( |#
0|&|#0| ) . (16)
Since we also have
|#0|=|u&&um|=\ 2r0&
M
r20+ 2ru& ,
|# 0|=|u2&u1|=\ 2r0&
M
r20+ 2ru1 ,
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then
|# 1|&|#1|=\ 1r0&
M
2r20+ 2r |# 1| .
Thus, within the leading term of 2r, we have
&# 1&=&#1& , &# 2&=\ 1r0&
M
2r20+ 2r &#1& . Q.E.D.
Remark 7. As in [15], shocks (rarefaction waves) of 2nd family reflect
rarefaction waves (shocks) of 1st family, while shocks (rarefaction waves)
of 1st family reflect shocks (rarefaction waves) of 2nd family. Thus the can-
cellation will occur due to the reflected waves of a same wave. And this
kind of cancellation will overcome the generation of thereflected waves
growing logarithmically.
Remark 8. For the case when P(\)=_2\# and #{1 with M{0, the
coefficient in the norm of the reflected waves depends waves depends on the
value (u, z) also. In this case, we believe similar results as Theorem 1 can
be proved, but it needs more technical techniques.
Figure 3
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4. Model Problem and Difference Scheme
In the last Section, we estimate the wave interaction within the leading
term of $ and 2r. In this Section, we define the model problem of this
paper and the difference scheme.
The model problem is an initial boundary value problem in (t, r) # R+_
[1, ), satisfying the following conditions
v There are three families of waves as in the Riemann problem (2)
and (4). Waves of 1st, 0th and 2nd family move at speeds &!1 , 0 and !2 ,
where !1 and !2 are positive constants and |!1&!2|=O(1)$.
v The waves interaction satisfies the estimates in Theorem 3 and
Remark 7.
v The waves with non-zero speed can cross each other with norms
and families unchanged.
v For any hyperbolic wave #1 of 1st family impinging on the boundary
x=1, the rebounded wave #2 is of 2nd family which is shock (rarefaction
wave) if #1 is shock (rarefaction wave), and
&#2&=&#1& .
Remark 9. The model problem is an imaginary problem but it capture
the characteristics of the wave interaction in the spherical symmetry setting.
And it give a quantitative explanation for why the total wave strengths
remain bounded for all time in the presence of a non-integrable source
term.
The difference scheme is the same as [15]. We write it here for the
convenience of the readers. Let h be a mesh length in r, and let k=hc0 be
the corresponding mesh length in t, c0>max[!1 , !2]. Let a be any equi-
distributed sample sequence, a#[aj]j=1, 0<aj1. For t=0, we define
\h0(0, r)=\0(mh),
uh0(0, r)=u0(mh), 1+(m&1)h<r<1+(m+1)h,
uh0(t, 1)#0, t0,
a(r)=(1+(m+1)h)2, 1+(m&1)h<r<1+(m+1)h,
where m1 is any odd integer. At mesh points (1+(m+1)h, 0) and (1, 0),
we can solve the Riemann problem by hyperbolic waves and standing
wave.
Assume for induction that (\h(r, t), uh(r, t)) has been defined for t<ik,
when i+m is odd, we define
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(\h, uh)(r, ik)#(\h, uh)(2mh+ai h, ik&),
1+2mh<r<1+(2m+2)h,
(\h, uh)(r, ik)#(\h, uh)(2mh&ai h, ik&),
1+(2m+2)h<r<1+(2m+4)h,
and
uh(1, t)#0, ikt<(i+1)k,
where m is any integer such that i+m is odd and r1.
Since we have
exp {&M2 = lim2r  0 `
m
n=0 \1&
M 2r
2(1+n 2r)2+1, (17)
for all m0, then the norm defined in [15] is equivalent to the norm
defined in this paper. Thus we also have the following lemma, cf [15].
Lemma 5. If we denote the hyperbolic wave of the 1st (2nd) family sit-
ting at (1+m 2r, 0) by #1m, 0 (#
2
m, 0), where 2r=2h, then under the conditions
(A) and (B) we have, for any fixed n>0, when 2rR1,
:

m=0
2r
1+m 2r { :
n
l=1
&#1m+l, 0&=$ , :

m=0
2r
1+m 2r { :
n
l=1
&#2m+l, 0&=$ ,
and
:

m=0
&#1m, 0& (1+ln(1+m 2r))$ , :

m=0
&#2m, 0& (1+ln(1+m 2r))$ ,
where $ =O(1)$.
5. Proof of Theorem 1
In this Section, we give a brief outline of the proof for Theorem 1 and
omit the details of the estimation. The proof is similar to the one when
M#0, which depends on the estimation of the reflection potential. Since
the coefficient in fron of the reflected wave is
\2rr0 &
M 2r
2r20 +=
2r
r0 \1&
M
2r0+ ,
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then it is close to the one when M#0 as M is small. We define the reflec-
tion potential for M{0 as follows. Let N be any positive integer, without
loss of generality, we let t=N 2t. We use the notations defined in [15].
Definition 3. If the hyperbolic wave # is of 2nd family, we define the
reflection potential of # by P(#), where
P(#)= :
i, m2 \
2r
1+m 2r
&
M 2r
2(1+m 2r)2+ &(R1# "R3#) im&+:i &(R
1
# "R
3
#)
i
1& ,
here m0 and 0iN.
As we can see in [15] that the estimation of the reflection potential P(#)
is independent of #. Thus, by checking Lemma 4 to Lemma 11 in [15], we
can get a similar estimate for the reflection potential when M<M0 , i.e.
P(#)<’ |#| ,
where ’<1 is a constant independent of $ and 2r, and M0 is a small
positive constant and # is any hyperbolic wave of the 1st family. Then the
proof for a uniform bound for the model problem follows immediately.
Remark 10. By comparing the wave interaction estimates between
M#0 and M{0, we notice that the difference is a term M 2r2r20 , which
is integrable in [1, ). Thus we conjecture that Theorem 1 hold for
0<M<2. And this may be our future work in this direction.
6. Appendix
In the Appendix, we state two Theorems with their proof omitted because
the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 and the one in [15]. For example, the
proof for Theorem 5 under the asorbing boundary condition depends on the
estimation of the reflection potential in this case. And we can prove Lemma 8
in [15] by the similar method for this case and then the conclusion follows.
Theorem 4. For P(\)=_2\# and #1, there exist positive constants $
and \ such that for r1, if
0M<2,
|\0(r)&\ |<$, Var[\0(r)]<$,
|ru0(r)|<$, Var[ru0(r)]<$,
&u0(r)&L1(1, )<$,
where $ is sufficient small, then there exists a local weak solution for the
problem (2) and (3).
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Remark 11. Similar theorem has been proved by T. Makino [9] using
different method for initial data of compact support.
By asorbing boundary condition, we mean that any hyperbolic wave will
disappear when it reach the boundary r=1.
Theorem 5. Under the condition of Theorem 1, the conclusion is also
true for the following two boundary conditions.
v Asorbing boundary condition.
v When u(1, t)=u1(t), and u1(t) satisfies
Var[u1(t)]<$, and u1(0)=u0( ).
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